THE SOFA SYSTEM THAT WORKS BOTH WAYS

"Margin" and "buffer" are keywords.
Essential to the office lounge,
Sofa combining sharpness and texture.

Interaction and concentration
within one sofa system.
"Margin" which makes it easier for user to seamlessly
to get around, and keeps a reasonable distance with people
besides you. By combining "buffer", you can freely control exchange
and concentration.

Margin

Easy to Communicate

Margin

Easy to sit with ease when talking.
Communication on the margin sofa,
It creates an easy-to-follow environment.

Buffer

Easy to Concentrate

Buffer

A table to be cushioned between the seat.
By setting up, will be able to improves
individual concentration level.
(Collaborative research by university institution · Kokuyo)

Even while relaxing, your posture will not break.
Ideal sofa seating and for solo work.

Diverse of exchanges and concentration,
Free design and abundant of variations

A double seat seat cushion with
tension material and urethane,
Collesso offers soft lounge seating
comfort.

Combining with the rest of KOKUYO furniture to make achieve a complete
office space that support individual works, collaborations, communication
and ABW work environment.

Align with the angle of the table top with the sofa, achieving a comfortable
and improve your sitting posture.
It designed not only helps you to feel relaxing but also aesthetically
enhancing and satisfying.

Clear frame with a sense of streamline
finished make the sofa looks minimalistic.
The overall feels is to help the user to
feel relax and comfortable.

A system structure that can freely combine sheet, top board, and frame
according to the layout.
In addition, it can adapt to various space design with abundant
colors variations.

Corner Layout Configuration B

Straight Layout Configuration

Back to Back Layout Configuration

Base Colour

Corner Layout Configuration A

Axle Set A + High Counter table
Configuration

Axle Set B + High Counter table
Configuration

Fabric Upholstery

Tilt type Single Work desk

Table Top Colour

Flat type Single Work desk H620

Tilt Type

Flat type Single Work desk H720

Extended tray allows you
to place your stationery
and cup.

With 2 legs that allows more
leg space, easy for sitting to
standing.

Flat Type
Leg Finished

Table Top Finished

Table Finished

Leg Finished

*For more information on Collesso, please refer to KOKUYO 2018 Japanese master catalogue P.436
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